
S P R I N G / S U M M E R  C O L L E C T I O N  

Mr Raj Collins

Inspired by the fresh vibes of summer is our seasonal Cocktail, Mr Raj Collins. Cucumber, gin, lemon

juice and sugar syrup - stirred and served over ice. Available as a cocktail or jug to share.
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Pani Puri (VG)

From the streets of UP and Bihar to the world! This favourite street snack will have you popping till you

drop. Simply pour your flavoured (tamarind, mint and spices), sweet and tangy water into the yummy

deep fried puri's (filled with spiced potato and chickpea) and devour. Enjoy that party in your mouth!
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Goan Fish Curry (GF)

21/17

A hearty favourite in North Indian and Pakistani cuisine is this delicious dish. Cooked in a traditional

kadai (a deep cooking pot, similar to a Wok) and flavoured with a delicious gravy using our special

kadai masala (from our heart, to yours), tomato, spices, garlic, onion and capsicum. Every morsel will

have you coming back for more.

Pumpkin Masala (VG) (GF)
Bringing this amazing vegetable to life this Spring is this fresh and vibrant dish. A knockout blend of

spices including mustard seeds, curry leaves, with hints of fenugreek and fennel - will bring the

pumpkin lover out of you.

Kadai Chicken/Paneer/Tofu (V/VG available) (GF)

An ode to the state renowned for its exotic beaches, seafood and blend of Indian and Portugese

culture (and just in time for those balmy summer nights). Mustard seeds, curry leaves and kashmiri

red chilli combine with coconut cream to create this delectable dish.
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S T R E E T  E A T S

C U R R Y  P O T S  &  S I D E S

Dal Makhani (VG available) (GF)

Created by the mastermind behind the world famous Butter Chicken - Mr Kundan Lal Gujral -  is Dal

Makhani (butter lentils). The humble black ural daal, combined with red kidney beans, butter and

cream hails from the state of Punjab. Perfect with rice, or naan. Thank you, Sir!

Cheese Naan

We're excited about this one. Imagine this - warm, crispy and slightly charred fresh Naan bread, with a

filling of gooey cheese combined with spices, oozing out. I think we need a moment. Served as a side

with your favourite dish, or on it's own.

Mint Raita (GF)

A refreshing addition to your order is the traditional Mint Raita - a combination of fresh mint, tangy

yoghurt and spices to create a perfect dipping sauce or cool break from your spicy lunch or dinner.

C O C K T A I L

Spring Thali (VG available) 

The thali love just got yummier! Our special Spring/Summer Thali's are available with selected

above items (depending on veg/non veg), plus our usual pappadum, rice, naan/roti, mango pickle

and gulaab jamun. Available in Vegetarian, Vegan and Non-Veg varieties.
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